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What Will Be Covered Today
Guidance on the IRS interest in and
expectations
t ti
for
f board
b
d governance
 Executive compensation and the Form
990
 How increased scrutiny for nonprofit
compensation impacts the work of
nonprofit boards
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Changing Times
“A
A growing segment of the
donating public are skeptical
about giving to charities…
charities…”
David Mulvihill, VP and General Counsel
Make a Wish Foundation of America
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Changing Times
z
z
z

65% surveyed in 2002 had confidence in
N
Nonprofits
fit prior
i tto 9/11 and
dK
Katrina
ti
25% surveyed today have confidence in
N
Nonprofits
fit
Even though a very small percentage of
Nonprofits have been involved in fraudulent
or deceptive practices!
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Changing Times
Ethical Challenges
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Enron – fraud and deception – 2001
MCI/W ldC
MCI/WorldCom
– ethics/conflict
thi /
fli t off interest
i t
t – 2002
Sarbanes-Oxley Legislation – 2002
Red Cross – misdirection of funds – 2005
AIG – 2009
Financial Industry – 2009
Bernie Madoff - 2009
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Changing Times
The Findings
z
z
z
z
z
z

Ineffective Board oversight
B dd
Board
deferring
f i tto th
the CEO
Board didn’t receive (or ask for) all the information it
needed to make important decisions
CEO setting policy and strategic direction
Board lost sight of its role as protector of the
organization and its mission
Board was asleep at the wheel
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Changing Times
Congress Reacted
z

Fall 2004 – Sen. Grassley writes to
I d
Independent
d t Sector,
S t requesting
ti that
th t they
th
develop governance principles for nonprofits,
fundraising practices
practices, grant writing practices
practices.
etc., that would serve as best practices for all
nonprofits
p
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Changing Times
Outcomes
z
z
z

Panel on the Nonprofit Sector was convened
9 months later – first draft of best practices
October ’07 – produced “Principles for Good
Governance and Ethical Practice – A Guide
for Charities and Foundations”
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Panel for Nonprofit Sector
z

“Principles for Good Governance and Ethical
P ti ”
Practice”
–
–
–
–

Legal Compliance and Public Disclosure
Effective Governance
Strong Financial Oversight
Responsible Fundraising
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Surviving Changing Times
z
z

Focus on core strengths
Align everything around your mission
–
–
–
–

Infrastructures
Accountability/Metrics
Financial Practices and Systems
Fund Development
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Board’s Legal and Ethical
Obligations
Ethical Obligations
z Public Trust
–

Nonprofits are organizations created for public
philanthropic
hil th i purposes th
thatt ffunction
ti tto serve th
the
public of the incorporating state and are
accountable to the public of that state
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Board’s Legal and Ethical
Obligations
Legal Obligations
z Three Duties
–
–
–

Duty of Care
Duty of Loyalty
Duty of Obedience
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Board’s Legal and Ethical
Obligations
z

Duty of Care
–
–
–
–
–

Take responsibilities seriously
Attend meetings
R d & understand
Read
d t db
board
dd
documents
t
Ask pertinent questions
Know what the organization does & how well it
does its work
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Board’s Legal and Ethical
Obligations
z

Duty of Loyalty
–
–
–

–
–

Disclose any conflict of interest
Not enhancing personal benefit
F
Focus
on the
th best
b t interests
i t
t off the
th organization
i ti
above all else
Confidentialityy of organization
g
information
Loyalty when sitting on multiple boards at the
same time
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Board’s Legal and Ethical
Obligations
z

Duty of Obedience
–
–
–

Safeguards the Mission
Maintains the Public Trust
I
Involves
l
managing
i operations
ti
and
d resources iin
accordance with the Mission and Bylaws
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
z

Only two aspects of Sarbanes-Oxley
that are directly applicable to
nonprofits:
–
–

Strengthened whistleblower protection and
Retention of documents related to lawsuits
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
Insider Transactions and Conflicts of Interest
z Understand and fully comply with all laws regarding
compensation and benefits provided to directors and
executives (including "intermediate sanctions" and "selfd li " llaws).
dealing"
)
¾

Did the process for determining compensation of the following
persons include a review and approval by independent persons,
comparability data
data, and contemporaneous substantiation of the
deliberation and decision?
a.
b.

The organization’s CEO, Executive Director, or top management official
Other officers or key employees of the organization
–

Describe the process in Schedule O.
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
z

Loans
– all terms should be disclosed and formally approved by the board
– the process should be documented and
– the terms and the value of the loan should be publicly disclosed.
¾

Was
as a loan
oa to or
o by a current
cu e t or
o former
o e o
officer,
ce , d
director,
ecto , ttrustee,
ustee, key
ey
employee, highly compensated employee, or disqualified person
outstanding as of the end of the organization’s tax year?
–

Complete Schedule L Part II
z Name of interested person and purpose
z Loan to or from the organization?
z Original principal amount
z Balance due
z In default? (Yes or No)
z Approved by board or committee? (Yes or No)
z Written agreement? (Yes or No)
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
z

Establish a conflict of interest policy and a
regular
l and
d rigorous
i
means off enforcing
f i it
it.
¾

Does the organization have a written conflict of
interest policy?
z

z

Are officers, directors or trustees, and key employees
required to disclose annually interests that could give
rise to conflicts?
Does the organization regularly and consistently monitor
and enforce compliance with the policy?
–

Describe in Schedule O how this is done
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
Independent and Competent Audit Committee
z Conduct an annual external financial audit
–

z

boards of very small organizations, for whom the cost of an external audit
may be too burdensome, should at least evaluate carefully whether an
audit would be valuable.

E t bli h a separate
Establish
t audit
dit committee
itt off th
the b
board.
d
–

–
–

–
–

Board members on the audit committee should be free from conflicts of interest and
should not receive any compensation for their service on the committee.
Include at least one “financial expert” on the audit committee.
The audit committee should select and oversee the auditing company and review the
audit.
Require full board to approve audit results.
Provide financial literacy training to all board members.
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
z

Financial Statement Certification
¾ Were
W
the
th organization’s
i ti ’ fifinancial
i l statements
t t
t
audited by an independent accountant?
z

If “Yes”,, does the organization
g
have a committee that
assumes responsibility for oversight of the audit, review,
or compilation of its financial statements and selection of
an independent accountant?
–

If the organization changed either its oversight process or
selection process during the tax year, explain in Schedule O
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
z

Responsibilities of Auditors
–

–

–

Rotate auditor or lead partner at least every five years.
This does not mean that you need to change firms.
Change in the lead partner is sufficient.
Avoid any conflict of interest in staff exchange
between audit firm and organization.
Do not use auditing firm for non-auditing
non auditing services that
could impair the auditors independence. An exception
is tax form preparation with pre-approval from audit
committee.
committee
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
z
z

Require disclosure to audit committee of
critical
iti l accounting
ti policies
li i and
d practices.
ti
Use audit committee to oversee and enforce
conflict-of-interest
fli t f i t
t policy.
li
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
Disclosure
z

z

z
z

Disclose Form 990 and 990-PF in a current and
easily accessible way (also required of all nonprofit
organizations by IRS law).
File 990 and 990-PF Forms in a timely manner,
without use of extensions unless required by unusual
circumstances.
i
t
Disclose audited financial statements.
Move to electronic filing of Form 990 and 990
990-PF.
PF
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
Document Destruction
z Have
H
a written,
itt
mandatory
d t
document
d
t retention
t ti and
d
periodic destruction policy, which includes guidelines
for electronic files and voicemail.
z If an official investigation is underway or even
suspected, stop any document purging in order to
avoid criminal obstruction
obstruction.
¾ Does the organization have a written document
p y
retention and destruction policy?
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Sarbanes Oxley Act and
Implications for Nonprofits
Whistle-Blower Protection
z Develop, adopt, and disclose a formal
process to deal with complaints and prevent
retaliation.
t li ti
z Investigate employee complaints and correct
any problems or explain why corrections are
not necessary.
¾

Does
oes the
t e organization
o ga at o have
a e a written
tte whistleblower
st eb o e po
policy?
cy
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Other Questions Related to
Governance Section Of 990
¾

The number of voting members in the
governing
i b
body
d iincluded
l d d iin th
the ttotal
t l who
h are
independent
¾

If members of the governing body do not all have
the same voting rights, explain material
differences on Schedule O
¾

A member of the governing body is considered
“independent” only if all four of the following
circumstances applied at all times during the
organization’s tax year.
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Other Questions Related to
Governance Section Of 990
¾
¾

¾

¾

They were not compensated as an officer or other employee of the
g
((or a related organization).
g
)
organization
They did not receive more than $10,000 of total compensation or other
payments from the organization (or a related organization) as an
independent contractor
They (or a family member) were not involved in a transaction with the
organization that is required to be reported in the organization's
Schedule L.
They (or a family member) were not involved in a transaction with a
taxable or tax-exempt related organization of a type and amount that
would be reported in Schedule L if required to be filed by the related
organization.
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Other Questions Related to
Governance Section Of 990
¾

Did the organization contemporaneously
d
document
t the
th meetings
ti
held
h ld or written
itt
actions undertaken during the year by the
following:
–
–

The governing body?
Each committee with authority to act on behalf of
the governing body?
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Other Questions Related to
Governance Section Of 990
¾

Did any officer, director, trustee, or key
employee
l
h
have a ffamily
il relationship
l ti
hi or a
business relationship with any other officer,
director trustee
director,
trustee, or key employee?
¾

For each family and business relationship, identify
p in
the individuals and describe their relationship
Schedule O.
¾

Stating “family relationship” or “business relationship”
without greater detail is sufficient.
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Other Questions Related to
Governance Section Of 990
¾

Has the organization provided a copy of this Form
990 to all members of its governing body before filing
the form?
¾

¾

Describe in Schedule O the process, if any, used by the
organization to review this Form 990.

Describe in Schedule O whether (and if so, how), the
organization makes its governing documents, conflict
of interest policy, and financial statements available
to the public.
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Who s Who? – Defining Position
Who’s
Reporting Compensation
Part VII, Section A
z

Officer
–

Elected to manage daily affairs
z

–

Determined by reference to:
z
z
z

–

e.g. President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer,
possibly
p
y Board Chair
Organizing documents
B l
Bylaws
Resolutions of governing body

Served at anyy time during
g tax yyear.
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Who s Who? – Defining Position
Who’s
Reporting Compensation
Part VII, Section A
z

An officer is also deemed to include:
–

T managementt official
Top
ffi i l
z
z

–

Top financial official
z

–

Ultimate responsibility for implementing decisions of governing
body, or
Supervising the management
management, administration
administration, or operation of
the organization
Ultimate responsibility for managing finances

Top management & financial officials are deemed to be
officers rather than key employees.
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Who s Who? – Defining Position
Who’s
Reporting Compensation
Part VII, Section A

Who Must Be Listed
Current officers, directors, or trustees

If Reportable
p
Is
Compensation
Greater Than
N/A

Current
Cu
e t key
ey e
employees
p oyees

$150,000
$
50,000

Current five highest compensated
employees (HCEs)

$100,000

Former officers,
officers key employees,
employees and
HCEs

$100 000
$100,000

Former directors or trustees

$10,000
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
z

Pay no more than reasonable compensation
and
d no more th
than ffair
i market
k t value
l ffor
property
–

Jeopardize their tax exempt status and their
managers risk substantial excise taxes if they
enter into arrangements or transactions that either
z
z

permit private inurement of the organization’s net
earnings or assets or
result in p
private benefit that is more than incidental to the
public benefit served
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37

38

39

40

Charity Navigator’s “Advice to
Donors” Regarding Compensation
z
z
z
z
z

Obtain comparison data
Fi d outt if th
Find
the charity
h it h
has a C
Compensation
ti
Committee
Be cautious if the charity has given the CEO a loan
Consider the performance of the charity in relation to
the CEO's pay
Be skeptical of charities that report zero CEO
compensation
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Charity
Ch
it Navigator’s
N i t ’ “Advice
“Ad i to
t
Charities” Regarding Compensation

z

Have an INDEPENDENT compensation
committee
–
–

responsible for reviewing the CEO’s performance
ensuring that the CEO’s pay is appropriate
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The IRS and the “Rebuttable
Presumption”
Approved in advance by an
independent board or compensation
committee
z Relying on appropriate comparability
data
z Adequately and concurrently
documented
z
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Example:
E
l Establishing
E t bli hi a Rebuttable
R b tt bl
Presumption for Compensation
z

z
z

The Board or a Committee thereof should approve Disqualified Person
((DP)) "total compensation",
p
including
g all cash compensation,
p
fringe
g
benefits (taxable and nontaxable) and all other economic benefit
provided.
Comparative information to demonstrate total compensation is
reasonable
bl should
h ld b
be provided
id d tto th
the B
Board
d or C
Committee
itt th
thereof.
f
Documentation should be maintained that shows the Board or
Committee used the information provided to determine
reasonableness of DP compensation
compensation. This should include
documentation as to why the particular comparative data is
appropriate and why DP should be paid the approved compensation.
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45

46
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Rules to Live By
z
z

z
z

The best source of compensation data that the IRS has is Form
990 data.
Most local organizations, that I have spoken with, utilizing
comparability data use the Nonprofit Resource Center’s
Nonprofit Compensation & Benefits Report
The more the compensation of executives strays above Form
990 norms, the more likely the IRS is to question it, thus
The more rigorous the organization needs to be in following
proper procedures and documenting the reasons for what might
appear to excessively high compensation.
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
z

Intermediate Sanctions apply to IRC
§501( )(3) or 501 ((c)(4)
§501(c)(3)
)(4) organizations,
i ti
except Private Foundations & governmental
units or affiliates of governmental units
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
z

First Tier Tax - IRC Sec. 4958(a)
–
–

z

Second Tier Tax - IRC Sec. 4958(b)
–

z

25% IImposed
d on disqualified
di
lifi d person who
h b
benefits
fit
10% Imposed on organization managers who knowingly
participate or approve transaction
200% Imposed on disqualified person if transaction is not
corrected within the correction period
p

NO TAX IS IMPOSED ON EXEMPT
ORGANIZATION
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
z

Any transaction that directly or indirectly
b
benefits
fit a disqualified
di
lifi d person iin excess off
the value of the consideration (benefit)
received by the participating tax
tax-exempt
exempt
organization from the disqualified person.
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
Excess Benefit Transactions- Examples
z Non-FMV Transaction- Rents,
Rents Loans,
Loans acquisitions or sales
sales,
organization assumes a disproportionate risk in an
organization/disqualified person joint venture.
z Unreasonable Compensation- Officers,
Officers Directors and/or
Senior Management (including bonuses and fringe benefits in
excess of FMV of services provided).
z Contracts for a percentage of revenue that violate the private
inurement proscription- e.g. compensation based on uncapped
percentage of revenue, or based on future revenue streams,
etc.
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
Excess Benefit Transactions- Exceptions
z Fixed-payment
Fi d
t Initial
I iti l ContractC t t binding
bi di written
itt
contract between tax-exempt organization and a
person who is not a disqualified
p
q
p
person immediately
y
prior to entering into contract (Reg. 53.4958-4(a)(3)).
Exception does not apply if the contract is
materially modified or if the person fails to
substantially perform his/her obligations.
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
Disqualified Person (IRC Sec. 4958(f)(1) and Reg. 53.4958-3)
z Individual who was in a position to exercise substantial
influence over the affairs of the organization, at any time during
the five-year period (look back period) ending on the date of the
transaction. This includes:
–

–
–

Persons in a position to exercise substantial influence by virtue of
the powers and responsibilities they hold (President, CEO, CFO,
Treasurer, voting members of the governing body, etc),
Certain Family Members related to a disqualified person or
An entity that is owned, 35% or more, by a disqualified person.
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
Not A Disqualified Person
z Persons deemed not to have substantial interest (Reg.
(Reg 53.495853 49583(d)):
– Tax exempt organizations described in IRC 501 (c)(3) and
certain
ce
ta IRC
C 501
50 (c)(4)
(c)( ) o
organizations
ga at o s o
or
– Employees receiving economic benefits of less than a
specified amount (currently $80,000) in a taxable year and not
considered by statute to be a disqualified person and who is
not a substantial contributor to the organization taking into
account only contributions received by the organization during
its current taxable year and the four preceding taxable years.
z Facts and Circumstance govern in all other cases
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
Automatic Excess Benefits
z An
A economic
i b
benefit
fit shall
h ll nott b
be ttreated
t d as
consideration for the performance of services unless
such organization
g
clearly
y indicated its intent to treat it
as such
–

An organization will clearly indicate its intent to treat an economic
benefit as compensation
p
if it establishes contemporaneous
p
substantiation of its intent, such as reporting the economic benefit
as compensation on a federal tax information return or an
amended return (filed prior to the commencement of an IRS audit)
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Tax under IRC §4958 – Excess
Benefits Transactions
Automatic Excess Benefits (cont.)
z In February
February, 2004 IRS issued a CPE article to its agents
describing how "automatic" excess benefits should be treated.
– Compensation without written contemporaneous
substantiation or other benefits or payments through non
nonaccountable plan will be treated as compensation under
IRC 4958.
– Reimbursement of expenses/other benefits provided
through an accountable plan are disregarded under IRC
4958.
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Executive Compensation Central
to Board’s Fiduciary Duties
z

z

IRS regulations spell out precisely who are the
responsible parties in cases when audits uncover
“excess” compensation. This may include not only
presidents and senior executives but also board
members, if they approve the compensation knowing
it to be excessive
The best protection for any board is to create a
strong and independent compensation process that
is readily understandable and defensible to
stakeholders
t k h ld
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Ten Ways to Stay Straight
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Administer compensation process under direct control of
board or committee of the board
Only include independent members
Board (not management) should be responsible for
engagement of any compensation consultant who should
report directly to the chairman of the board or committee
Compensation review process should include not only
president but other senior management covered under the
intermediate sanction rules
Compensation review should include all elements of
compensation
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Ten Ways to Stay Straight
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Rely on market data
M k sure everything
Make
thi is
i reflected
fl t d iin th
the minutes
i t
Approve any “perks” such as club dues or spousal
travel
Review sufficiency of internal controls concerning
expense reimbursement for senior staff
Executive compensation & benefits should be
accurately and fully reported on all IRS forms
including 990 and W-2s
W 2s
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Ten Pitfalls to Avoid
1.

2.
3.

4.
5
5.

Letting management drive the executive
compensation
ti process
Obtaining faulty market data
All i th
Allowing
the responsibility
ibilit ffor compensation
ti
decisions to rest with the compensation
consultant
Overlooking the forest for the trees
Failing to ask for a reasonableness opinion
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Ten Pitfalls to Avoid
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Leaving other disqualified persons out of the
compensation
ti review
i
process
Allowing insufficient time for discussion,
d b t and
debate,
d action
ti
Inadequately documenting decisions
M i t i i ambiguous
Maintaining
bi
lilines off authority
th it
Overlooking involuntary terminations
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What are IRS Agents Doing?
z

IRS Agents are focusing their attention on:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Employment
E
l
t Agreements
A
t
Deferred Compensation Agreements
Bonus Agreements, Retirement Agreements,
Severance Agreements
Purchase! Sale Agreements, Loans, etc ...
Fringe benefits (taxable and nontaxable)
Expense reimbursements
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IRS Initiatives
z
z

Payroll tax audits
Executive Compensation Compliance
Initiative
–

IRS will continue to evaluate exempt
organization's compensation, review loan
arrangements,
g
, and assess intermediate sanctions
and employment taxes.
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Tax Exempt Compensation
Enforcement Project
z

z
z

EOCU has contacted nearly 2,000 charities seeks
k more iinformation
f
ti about
b t their
th i
compensation practices and procedures
Ch iti contacted
Charities
t t d cutt across multiple
lti l
industries
Hospitals at the top of the list of those
contacted
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Tax Exempt Compensation
Enforcement Project
z

Focus on total compensation (salary, bonuses, benefits)
–
–

–

–

–

–
–

How individual amount was established and reported?
Does the amount represent the total economic benefits received for the
year?
Does the organization make loans to employees? How are the terms for
these deals set?
Is compensation reasonable as compared to assets, size and primary
activity of the organization?
Provide documentation supporting reasonableness of compensation
(employment contract, etc.)
Did Board of Directors approve the amount?
Did individual use any owned or leased property for any purpose other
than to further the organization's exempt purpose?
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Panell off the
P
th Nonprofit
N
fit Sector
S t Section
S ti
Relating to Compensation
z

z

“Strengthening Transparency Governance
A
Accountability
t bilit off Ch
Charitable
it bl O
Organizations”
i ti
”final report to Congress and the Nonprofit
Sector June 2005
Sector,
Report was provided to Senate Finance
Committee and contains many suggested
best practices for charities to follow.
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Recommended Best Practices
Related to Board Compensation
z
z
z

Generally discourages the payment of
compensation
ti tto board
b d members
b
If paid, board should review compensation of
other
th comparable
bl organizations
i ti
Organizations should make relevant
information available to peer organizations
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Recommended
R
d d Best
B tP
Practices
ti
Related
R l t d
to Executive Compensation
z
z
z

Approval of CEO compensation using the
R b tt bl P
Rebuttable
Presumption
ti annually
ll
Independent compensation consultant
Review of staff salary periodically
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What Should You Do?
z

Governance policies should be reviewed
–
–

z
z

Changes should
Ch
h ld b
be made
d where
h
needed
d d
IRS feels that these disclosure requirements will improve
tax compliance

The responses to the questions will be scrutinized by
the IRS, donors, interested parties, etc.
Governance relates to consistent management,
management
cohesive policies and well-defined processes
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What Should You Do?
z
z
z
z
z

Educate the Board and Key Executives
Identify the Disqualified Persons
Review Compensation Approval Procedures
Review Expense Reimbursement
Procedures
Review Expense Substantiation
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Q
Questions
ti
72

Th k Y
Thank
You!!
Kerkering, Barberio & Co.
1990 Main Street, Suite 801
Sarasota, FL 34236
(941) 365-4617
365 4617
www.kbgrp.com
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